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Abstract

This paper presents an approach for lexi-
cal  substitution  for  the  GermEval  2015
shared task using the machine translation
(MT) system presented by Jackov (Jack-
ov,  2014).  The  system  performs  deep
transfer using German lexicalisations of
the  Princeton  WordNet  (PWN)  (Fell-
baum, 1998) synsets as a part of the deep
syntactic and semantic internal represen-
tation of the input text. The analysis step
of the system is used to disambiguate the
head word.  Once it  is  disambiguated in
terms  of  PWN synset  id,  synonym  and
hypernym lexemes are used as substitu-
tion candidates.

1 Introduction

The lexical substitution task consists of finding
appropriate substitutes for a given word in a giv-
en context and ranking them by appropriateness.
This task sets no restrictions on the approaches
for tackling with it as it does not require a specif-
ic sense inventory. 

The data for the GermEval 2015: LexSub task
is  described  by  Cholakov  et  al.  (2014).  The
dataset includes 153 words (51 nouns, 51 adjec-
tives,  and 51 verbs)  with a total  of  2,040 sen-
tences.  The words have been selected based on
their frequencies in large German corpora.  For
each part-of-speech (POS) there are 17 low-fre-
quency words, 17 medium-frequency ones, and
17 high-frequency words.  For each target noun
and adjective 10 sentences have been annotated
while for each verb the number of annotated sen-
tences is 20 (Cholakov et al., 2014).

Half  of  the  data  has  been provided  by Ger-
mEval 2015 organisers in advance as a training
set, while the other half was used for evaluation.

2 Previous and related work

GermEval 2015 is inspired by the English lexical
substitution task (McCarthy and Navigli, 2009).
The  original  aim  of  the  task  organised  at  Se-
mEval 2007 was to provide a WSD evaluation
where the sense inventory is not predefined, al-
lowing for much wider range of systems to par-
ticipate. 

The  lexical  substitution  task faces  two main
problems: one is the generation of possible sub-
stitutes and the other is their ranking. Some re-
searchers focused only on the ranking problem
while others tried to address both. 

A detailed and structured overview of the re-
lated work is given by Szarvas et al. (Szarvas et
al., 2013).

3 Proposed approach

An interesting approach for  deep syntactic and
semantic disambiguation was presented by Jack-
ov  as part of an MT system. The internal inter-
pretation  of  the  input  text  uses  PWN  synsets,
which makes it easy to use it for the lexical sub-
stitution task once a PWN synset id is identified
for the head word.

The  proposed  disambiguation  approach  con-
siders  the  input  text  as  a  sequence  of  tokens.
Then for each token all possible lemmas are de-
rived. Lemma sequences of 1 or more tokens are
looked  up  by  the  concept  binder  module  in  a
synset lexicalisation table for PWN synsets. Each
successful  look-up is  an assumption for a con-
cept and constitutes an initial parsing hypothesis.
The  hypotheses  contain  assumptions  about  the
concepts lying behind the input tokens, their syn-
tactic roles and their dependency relations. Adja-
cent hypotheses are combined into new hypothe-
ses for larger spans of the input sequence by us-
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ing manually written hypothesis derivation rules.
Each rule identifies, inherits and extends the syn-
tactic and semantic assumptions of the constitut-
ing  hypotheses.  The  rules  are  applied  using  a
modified version of the Cocke–Younger–Kasami
(CYK) algorithm (Cocke et al., 1970; Younger,
1967; Kasami, 1965) until all spans of the input
sequence  are  covered.  To  prevent  hypothesis
space explosion each hypothesis is scored against
a  knowledge  database  of  dependency relations
and only the n-best hypotheses are kept for each
span of tokens.

When  the  hypothesis  generator  finishes  its
work it yields a parsing hypothesis for the input
sequence of tokens having the best score.

The  internal  representation  of  the  input  se-
quence  within  the  hypothesis  contains  a  PWN
synset id for each of the concepts that form the
hypothesis,  including  a  concept  for  the  head
word. The synset id of the concept is used to de-
rive substitution candidates for the head word.

The goal of this paper is to evaluate the sys-
tem's  WSD module  when using  it  as  a  lexical
substitution tool.

4 Detailed description of the MT system
used for disambiguation 

4.1 Overview

The system has been implemented  in C++ and
has a  very compact  binary data  representation,
approx. 120MB for 7 languages and 42 language
translation directions. It has been used in offline
translation applications for mobile devices, out-
performing  Google  Offline  Translator  in  both
quality and size (the latter needs about 1.05GB
of data for the same 7 languages). It has also par-
ticipated successfully in the iTranslate4 project,
and  can  be tested online  at  http://itranslate4.eu
(the SkyCode vendor). The system consists of a
lemmatizer, a concept binder, a hypothesis gen-
erator, a dependency relations scorer and a syn-
thesis unit (Jackov, 2014).

The system implements an extensive inventory
of categories and category values. A special cate-
gory, the hypothesis type identifier (HTI), serves
as the set of non-terminal values for the parsing
rules, which are extended context-free grammar
(CFG) rules used for production of hypotheses.

An elaborate description with many examples
is given by Jackov (Jackov, 2014).

4.2 Lemmatizer

The first step of the system operation is to apply
the  lemmatizer  module  on  each  input  token,

which produces a list of all lemmas for each to-
ken along with their category values. The lemma
of each lemmatization is kept as a lemma identi-
fier,  which  is  used  later  in  the  concept  binder
module. The lemmatizer is built as a simple, yet
very efficient stemmer allowing definition of ar-
bitrary paradigms, one per HTI. The original sys-
tem has 144,243 lemmas for German.

4.3 Hypothesis generator

The second step is to apply the hypothesis gener-
ator for every span of the input sequence of to-
kens. The module first  runs the concept  binder
for spans of length less than 7 tokens, and then
applies parsing rules over the adjacent sub-spans
of each span.

4.4 Concept binder

The  concept  binder  finds  the  concepts  (PWN
synset ids) that match a span of input tokens.

It  uses  a  database of  the  possible  lexicalisa-
tions for each PWN synset.  Each lexicalisation
entry in the database consists of a list of lemma
identifiers,  PWN synset  id,  attribute  restriction
rules, attribute unification rules, and a list of ad-
ditional  attribute  values.  The  list  of  additional
values is used to define lexicalisation level fea-
tures  such  as  sub-categorization frames,  transi-
tiveness and aspect  for verbs,  etc.  The original
system  has  229,575  synset  lexicalisations  for
German. 

The  PWN  synset  lexicalisations  for  the  six
languages other than English have been automat-
ically gathered from various sources and manual-
ly improved for the goal of creating a multi-lan-
guage MT system.

4.5 Parsing rules and hypothesis generation

The  core  of  each  parsing  rule  is  an  extended
CFG rule defined for the HTI feature values of
the constituting hypotheses. The parsing rule ex-
tends  the  CFG by defining  additional  attribute
value  restrictions,  agreement  restrictions,  at-
tribute unification rules and parsing rule score. It
also defines syntactic and semantic roles, depen-
dency relations and propagation rules so that the
higher  level  hypothesis  resulting  from the  rule
application unifies those of the constituting hy-
potheses (see Figure 1 below).

4.6 Dependency relations knowledge database

The database contains entries that consist of a re-
lation  identifier,  two  PWN  synset  ids  and  a
weight value, which is normally 1 or -1.



The database is manually populated and cur-
rently has 1,803,446 entries. As the relations are
defined over PWN synset ids, they can be used
for all languages for which synset lexicalisations
exist.

Here are sample entries with words instead of
PWN synset ids for clarity:

(poss, study, woman, 1)
(nsubj, mushroom, study, 1).
The above entries are enough for disambiguat-

ing  the  sentence  Women's  studies  mushroom.
This is an actual headline, which many humans
find hard to comprehend, meaning that the stud-
ies done by women grow rapidly.

4.7 Hypothesis scoring

As a result each hypothesis contains a number of
assumed concepts and their dependency relations
and each concept is identified by its PWN synset
id. The set of the relations between the concepts
is scored by looking up the dependency relations
knowledge base. If the look-up is successful the
dependency relation  score  is  the  weight  of  the
matching entry, otherwise the score is zero. The
hypothesis  score  is  calculated  by summing  the
dependency relation scores and the parsing rule
score.

5 Derivation of lexical substitutions 

A parsing hypothesis having the best score is ob-
tained as a result of applying the analysis mod-
ules  described  above.  The  hypothesis  contains
PWN synset ids for each concept that has been
identified and each concept is covered by one or
more tokens. The concept covered by the head
word is used to derive synonyms and hypernyms
to be used as lexical substittions.

The final list of substitutions is formed by the
list of synonym lexemes followed by the list of
hypernym  lexemes  ordered by the usage count
data from the synset lexicalisations table.

6 Shortcomings of the approach

The  proposed  approach  uses  PWN  3.0  synset
definitions which are best  fit  to English. There
are  lexical  gaps  between  English  and  German
that cannot be addressed properly using the cur-
rent level of detail in PWN. 

The  described  approach  sorts  the  candidates
by lexicalisation usage count, while this may not
be the most appropriate metric for lexical substi-
tution.  Currently only direct  synonyms  and hy-
pernyms  are  used,  while  in  many  cases  using

Figure 1. Parsing rules being
applied  to  hypotheses  yield
hypotheses  for  broader
spans. Even though the illus-
trated  hypotheses  seem  un-
likely  for  the  sample  input
text,  this  may not  be so for
other input text (e.g.,  “Time
travels  seem  an  illusion”).
The likeliness is evaluated as
a  hypothesis  score  by look-
ing up the identified depen-
dency relations in the knowl-
edge base. Note that this fig-
ure  shows  just  one  of  the
possible  splits  and  other
splits  are  also  considered,
such as the semantically cor-
rect  one,  [S  →  SP  VP
(“time”,  subj_phrase) (“flies
like  an  arrow”,
verb_phrase)]. When having
good  knowledge  base,  the
latter hypothesis will receive
the best score.

Input:

Time  flies like an arrow

Parsing rule:
Sentence -> subject_phrase verb_phrase

role_subject: subject_phrase
role_verb: verb_phrase

subject-verb(role_subject, role_verb)

Parsing rule:
Sentence -> subject_phrase verb_phrase

role_subject: subject_phrase
role_verb: verb_phrase

subject-verb(role_subject, role_verb)

Parsing rule:
Sentence -> subject_phrase verb_phrase

role_subject: subject_phrase
role_verb: verb_phrase

subject-verb(role_subject, role_verb)

Parsing rule:
sentence -> subj_phrase verb_phrase

role_subject: subj_phrase
role_verb: verb_phrase

subject-verb(role_subject, role_verb)

Hypothesis:
“time files like an arrow”,

Sentence,
role_subject: “time files”
role_verb: “like an arrow”

role_direct_object: “arrow”
subject-verb(role_subject, role_verb)

verb-direct_object(role_verb, role_direct_object)

Hypothesis:
“time files like an arrow”,

Sentence,
role_subject: “time files”
role_verb: “like an arrow”

role_direct_object: “arrow”
subject-verb(role_subject, role_verb)

verb-direct_object(role_verb, role_direct_object)

Hypothesis:
“time files like an arrow”,

Sentence,
role_subject: “time files”
role_verb: “like an arrow”

role_direct_object: “arrow”
subject-verb(role_subject, role_verb)

verb-direct_object(role_verb, role_direct_object)

Hypothesis:
“time flies like an arrow”,

Sentence,
role_subject: “time files”
role_verb: “like an arrow”

role_direct_object: “arrow”
subject-verb(role_subject, role_verb)

verb-direct_object(role_verb, role_direct_object)

Hypothesis:
“time flies like an arrow”,

subj_phrase,
role_left_prep_arg: “time files”

role_prep_obj: “an arrow”
prep_like(role_left_prep_arg, role_prep_obj)



near synonyms may yield additional good substi-
tutions.

7 Future work

The advantages of the system used for WSD can
be exploited better in several ways. One way is
to rank the substitution candidates by using each
candidate in the input text and evaluating the text
by getting the best hypothesis score. 

Another direction for future work is to evalu-
ate the substitution candidates using statistics of
the dependency relations over lemmas made over
large  monolingual  corpus,  thus  capturing  finer
differences  between  the  word  meanings  within
the PWN synonym sets.  Jackov has mentioned
about  using  this  approach in  order  to  improve
translations in his system (Jackov, 2014).

Yet another direction is to generate the substi-
tution candidates list using the above-mentioned
statistics.

8 Results and observations

The following table shows the results of this sys-
tem on the  test  data  compared  to  the  baseline
systems  results provided on the GermEval site.

System
Best OOT

GAP
P R P R

Jackov 6.73 6.45 20.14 19.32 0.1126

RSense 7.40 7.40 12.53 12.53 0.0954

TRS 10.04 10.04 15.21 15.21 0.1225

WSense 7.50 7.50 20.54 20.54 0.1428

Jackov/m 13.36 12.86 33.18 31.92 0.1126

RSense/m 15.13 15.13 23.45 23.45 0.0954

TRS/m 19.82 19.82 27.99 27.99 0.1225

Wsense/m 13.46 13.46 35.55 35.55 0.1428

There scoring methodologies have been used:
best, out-of-ten (OOT), and general average pre-
cision (GAP).

The poor  results  for  the  'best'  metric  clearly
show that the chosen ranking criterion is not ade-
quate. This could be explained by the fact that
the lexicalisations for German are gathered semi-
automatically from unannotated corpora and the
lexicalisation usage count is more often than not
set to zero in the lexicalisation table.

The  good  OOT  results  show that  the  WSD
module of the system performs reasonably well.

9 Conclusion

In  this  article  we  have  presented  the  use  and
evaluation of a deep syntactic and semantic anal-
ysis system for the task of lexical substitution for
German.  The  approach  relies  on  syntactically
and semantically driven dependency parsing us-
ing PWN lexicalisations for German for both dis-
ambiguation and derivation of substitution candi-
dates. The results demonstrate that the proposed
approach is a viable method for both word sense
disambiguation and lexical substitution. It can be
improved further in several ways, leading to sup-
posedly better lexical selection.
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